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REFLECTIONS ON THE CHARACTER OF

MADAME THEALE PIOZZI

It is very late in the day to refer to the charms
and delights of the beautiful city of Bath. Seen
from its surrounding hills it suggests nothing so

much as a great gray bowl with a crack in it, this

crack being caused by the River Avon which
winds its way through the lower portion of the
town. The Avon runs, actually runs, though it

does not otherwise misbehave, through this well

ordered little city, which it divides into two
unequal portions.

The narrow streets of the town itself where its

small commerce is carried on are crowded and
bustling, as old-world streets are apt to be, but
what we chiefly seek in Bath is its aristocratic

quarter, its crescents and its terraces; quiet,

elegant, refined, and finished, as unlike an
American city of the same size as can well be

imagined.

I always go to Bath, there is an excellent hotel

there not an inn whenever an opportunity
affords, and if an opportunity does not afford I

make one. In Bath one steps out of the present
into the pages of Jane Austen. It is a delightful

change. Sometime the next time you are
there take a tramcar and go out a short distance
to Walcot Church and devote five minutes or ten
to the tablet you will find there which reads:



SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF
FRANCES D'ARBLAY

SECOND DAUGHTER OF CHARLES BURNEY MUS: D:
AND WIDOW OF

GENL. COUNTALEXANDREJEAN BAPTISTE PIOCHARD D'ARBLAY
THE FRIEND OF JOHNSON AND OF BURKE

WHO BY HER TALENTS HAS OBTAINED A NAME
FAR MORE DURABLE THAN MARBLE CAN CONFER.

BY THE PUBLIC SHE WAS ADMIRED FOR HER WRITINGS;
BY THOSE WHO KNEW HER BEST

FOR HER SWEET AND NOBLE DISPOSITION
AND THE BRIGHT EXAMPLE SHE DISPLAYED

OF SELF-DENIAL AND EVERY CHRISTIAN VIRTUE
BUT HER TRUST WAS PLACED IN GOD

AND HER HOPE RESTED
ON THE MERCY AND MERITS OF HER REDEEMER

THROUGH WHOM ALONE SHE LOOKED
FOR AN INHERITANCE INCORRUPTIBLE UNDEFILED

AND THAT FADETH NOT AWAY
SHE DIED IN LONDON ON THE 6TH DAY OF JANUARY 1840:

AGED 88
HER REMAINS ARE DEPOSITED IN THE ADJOINING

CHURCH-YARD
NEAR THOSE OF HER BELOVED HUSBAND, AND IN

THE SAME VAULT
WITH THOSE OF HER ONLY SON

THE REVD. ALEXANDER CHARLES LOUIS PIOCHARD D'ARBLAY.
WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE JANUARY 19TH, 1837:

AGED 42

I am a great admirer of Madame D'Arblay,
Fanny Burney that was; perhaps I should say
that I admire "Little Burney," as Dr. Johnson
called her, rather than the mature woman with
the French name. As a young woman she had
humor, power of observation and selection, and
she wielded a pen with a skill which would have
done credit to James Boswell himself. All this

she lost as she grew older, until at last she came
to write in what Macaulay called her Johnsonese

style, that is to say, a style in which long words
were employed to conceal the fact that she had
little or nothing to say.



As the tablet in Walcot Church records, she was

eighty-eight when she died in 1840. A few years
later (1842-1846) her niece, Charlotte Frances

Barrett, published her Diary and Letters in

seven volumes. The early part, that is to say,
that portion of the Diary in which Dr. Johnson
and his circle are mentioned, is delightful. It

forms, in fact, an excellent supplement to Bos-

well, and my friend Professor Tinker of Yale did

a good job when in his excellent volume, "Dr.
Johnson and Fanny Burney published a few

years ago sorted out and edited brilliantly all

that related to the old Lexicographer.
Little Burney saw the Doctor in another light

than his great biographer. Boswell knew that it

was so and sought to secure from her material

for his immortal work, but Fanny would not hear
of it. She preferred to use it herself: so it was
that the world had to wait until the middle of the

nineteenth century before the portrait of Johnson
was entirely complete.
But of recent years we have begun to view with

suspicion biographical or editorial work done fifty

or eighty years ago, especially if that work was
undertaken by a member of the family. The
letters of Boswell to Temple, first published in

1857, is a case in point. They were edited (?) out
of all recognition anonymously and are soon
to be published in all their naughtiness, with

many others, not to Temple, by the aforesaid

Tinker. Scholars have much discussed this

editorial method, now rapidly passing; and so it

happened that when last summer an opportunity
was afforded me of purchasing a fragment of the



manuscript of Fanny's Diary, I bought it with

ill-disguised eagerness in order that I might com-
pare the original manuscript with the printed
book. I was especially interested in it because the

portion offered to me related to my "Light Blue

Stocking," Mrs. Thrale Piozzi. With the

D'Arblay fragment was a letter from Macaulay,
who reviewed the Diary on its appearance, and
whose essay will be remembered, to Miss Barrett
which explains itself. It is dated from the Albany,
July 26, 1842, and reads:

Albany, London, July 26, 1842.

Madam,
It is impossible that I make up my mind as to the

expediency of reviewing Madame D'Arblay's Memoirs
till the whole work is before the public. Nor does it

wholly depend on myself whether I shall review them.
Should I do so, I hope that I shall on the whole give

pleasure to those who are attached to her memory. But
they must not expect from me indiscriminate panegyric.
I must either be silent or say what I think: and, though
I admire Madame D'Arblay's genius, though I respect
her character, and though I am grateful for the very
kind expressions which she did me the honor to use

respecting me, I must point out what appear to me to

be censurable peculiarities in her later style, and

express my dissent from some of the judgments which
she has passed on men and things.

I have not read Croker's article. I suppose it to be
in the style in which he generally writes respecting
those to whom he thinks that he can do an injury with-

out fear of chastisement, particularly respecting women.
I have the honor to be,

Madam,
Your obedient humble servant,

T. B. MACAULAY.



Comparison of my fragment with the Diary as

printed confirms the suspicion which students

have for the family editing of what appears to be
a simple narrative as it came from the pen of the

writer. There is nothing in the original edition or

in the edition recently edited by Austin Dobson
which would lead the reader to suppose that he
was not reading the journal as written. There
are no asterisks to suggest that he had not the

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth before him. But upon examination various

omissions will be observed, while the most
characteristic and amusing paragraph in the

manuscript as it lies before me the last one is

omitted altogether. Now the question is, how
much of the whole have we lost by inexpert and

injudicious editing? The unvarnished version as

originally written, capitals, italics, and all, reads

as follows:

I have lost, Now, just lost, my once most dear,
most intimate, & most admired friend, Mrs. Thrale-
Piozzi who preserved her fine faculties, her imagina-
tion, her intelligence, her powers of allusion & citation,

her extraordinary memory, & her almost unexampled
vivacity, in all its brilliancy & variety, to the last of her
existance. She was in her 82d year, & yet owed not
her death to age, nor to natural decay, but to the
effects of a fall in a journey from Penzance to Clifton.

On her 80th Birth Day she gave a great Ball & Supper,
in the public rooms at Bath, to upwards of 200 persons.
Three of my nieces were present at it; & the Ball she

opened herself! dancing with grace and facility,

though, of course, not with the spring of youth, nor
the modern embellishments of steps & figuring. She
was, in truth, a most wonderful character, for Talents



& Exentricity, for Wit, Genius, Generosity, Spirit, &
powers superlative of entertainment, which would have
rendered her a phenomenon had not want of judgment,
carelessness of veracity, & passions unguarded & uncon-
trolled, Perversely & ruinously sunk her from the fair

height to which she was elevated by her charming
qualities. She had a great deal both of Good & of not
Good in common with Madame de Stael Holstein:

they had the same sort of highly superior Intellect ; the
same depth of Learning; the same general acquaintance
with science; the same love of Literature; the same
thirst of universal knowledge, & the same buoyant
native animal spirits spirits such as neither sickness,
sorrow, terror, nor even disgrace could subdue. Their
conversation was equally luminous, from the rare
sources of their own fertile minds, & from their splendid
acquisitions from the Workes & acquirements of others.
Both were zealous to serve, liberal to bestow, & grace-
ful to oblige; & Both were truly high-minded in prizing,
& praising whatever was admirable that came in their

way. Neither of them were delicate, or polished,
though each was flattering & carressing; but Both had
a fund inexhaustible of good-humour, & of sportive
gaiety, that made their intercourse, with those they
wished to please, attractive, instructive, & delightful;
& though not either of them had the smallest real

malevolence in their compositions, neither of them could
ever withstand the pleasure of uttering a repartee, let

it strike or wound how or whom it might even though
each would serve the very person they goaded with all

the means in their power save what might be required
of forbearance to restrain a lively sally of Wit & Satire.

Both were kind, charitable, & munificent, & therefore

loved; both were sarcastic, careless, & daring, & there-

fore feared: Both were admired alike for first-rate

understandings, & censured in the same manner for

suffering their Passions to triumph over their Reason.
The Morality of Madame de Stael was far the most



faulty; but so was the society to which she belonged, &
the general manners of those by whom she was encircled.
Their native propensities were equally ungovernable,
for while Madame de Stael, more licentiously, betrayed
her conjugal duty for an adored Lover, Mrs. Piozzi, only
& liberally took cut a license to desert her maternal
duties for a similar indulgence of passion.

What, in the name of the Prophet, could a
woman do more loving a man, and there being
no just cause or impediment, as the Prayer Book
has it than to take out a license and marry him?
And for so doing Madame Piozzi was held up to
scorn by her former friend. Madame D'Arblay
even went so far as to weep and blush for her;
she says so: I call it silly.

A. EDWARD NEWTON

"Oak Knoll"

Daylesford, Berwyn P.O.

Pennsylvania
November 24, 1921








